Reporting Form – Dorot Foundation FY24

Updated April 2023 for Dorot’s FY24

The Dorot Foundation is interested in hearing about your overall work and lessons learned during the past year. The information you provide is valuable to our partnership and will help Dorot to understand your work more deeply, including your successes, challenges, learnings, and aspirations. It will also help Dorot staff and trustees learn and understand, grow and improve.

If you have any problems accessing or completing this online application, or if you have any questions, please be in touch with Rose Addison, Dorot’s Grants Manager, at rosea@dorot.org.

In answering each of these questions, feel free to be brief, it’s not necessary to compose a narrative response to each question. If you have prepared reports for other funders that cover what you would like to share with Dorot, we welcome you to submit those instead of writing a new report.

We look forward to learning!

Reporting Questions

1. What went well this year, both internally to your organization and externally with your work in the community?
2. Over the past year what challenges have you experienced and/or what lessons have you learned?
3. What are your organization’s top priorities for the next few years?
4. What are the strategic questions you are grappling with?
5. How is the environment in which you work influencing your strategy and planning?
6. (optional) Is there anything else you want us to know about your work that we haven’t given you a chance to tell us?

Attachments

Optional Media Attachments: Please do not create anything new for this report, though we invite you to share additional information that is relevant to your project. You may upload materials or include links to documents such as media articles, videos, photos, or other documents that provide insight into your project.